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RESPONSA 2.0. ARE Q&A WEBSITES
CREATING A NEW TYPE OF HALACHIC
DISCOURSE?

Answer
A person who is an atheist and does not believe in the Master of the
Universe, to add him to a prayer quorum is merely a mockery towards the Heavens. So, it depends on what kind of secular [Jew] we
are talking about. Usually, if we are talking about a MizraAi person
[of Middle Eastern origin – O.S.] then he is a believer and observes
some traditions in one way or the other, and then like you said, not
very different from us who are not completely righteous. But if he is
a secular Ashkenazi [Jew of European origin – O.S.] then he is probably also an atheist and you cannot add him [to the quorum] unless it
is known that he is indeed a believer.1

New modes of communication that have appeared in the internet
realm, such as e-mail and chat rooms, have blurred the traditional
distinction between ‘‘Talk’’—a continuous exchange of thoughts
taking place with the parties having no significant amount of time
to formulate their answers; and ‘‘Text’’—which is pre-planned and
not necessarily immediate. New terminology, such as TextTalk, was
introduced to describe the unique style of communication that has
developed in chat rooms, featuring distinct elements such as textual
representation of tones, emotions, and bodily gestures.2 One fascinating example of a medium blurring the boundaries between the norms
of written works and spoken conversation can be seen in religious
websites featuring an ‘‘ask-a-scholar’’ section.
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Question
Dear Rabbi! I have an argument with one of my friends and I would
be happy if the Rabbi would solve the issue for us. We were nine
people in a prayer service and a non-religious repair-man who came
to fix something at the synagogue. I told my friend that we should
ask him to complete the prayer-quorum [of ten] and my friend said
that a nonobservant [Jew] cannot join a prayer-quorum as he publicly
desecrates the Sabbath and does inappropriate things so he cannot
join us. Is this true? . . . After all, we are not completely righteous
either and there is no person who does not sin?
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During the last few years, internet websites in which religious
scholars answer surfers’ questions related to religious law have
become increasingly common in the Orthodox Jewish world.3
Although much has been said regarding the ‘‘unbearable lightness’’
by which the web allows anyone to spread their word, radical
though it may be, the internet also allows web-surfers from all over
the world access to esteemed spiritual leaders, regardless of their
geographical location. In addition, the questioners enjoy relative anonymity, which allows them to pose delicate questions that they would
not dare to ask a scholar face-to-face for various reasons. The respondents, for their part, enjoy an unprecedented opportunity to disseminate their agendas all over the world, using a medium that is
accessible to every web-surfer.
Before addressing these Questions and Answers (Q&A) websites,
it is important to note that the Q&A genre is not an entirely new
phenomenon. Jewish responsa have been written since the Gaonic
period (8th–11th Centuries C.E.) and have been extensively studied
as important social–historic documents illustrating the issues that Jews
had to deal with in their everyday life in different eras, including their
legal and political status in various regions, their relations with the
nations surrounding them, matters related to languages and local dialects, and more.4 Much like other types of Jewish legal literature, such
as the codifications of Jewish Law, the purpose of the Q&A genre is to
give a practical solution to legal questions.5 However, the way in which
the scholar writing a halachic T’shuvah arrives at a conclusion is very
different from the way the author of a halachic code does so. While
a scholar writing a legal code of law relies chiefly on a theoretical
examination of legal sources, a rabbi answering a question must take
into consideration what MenaAem Elon refers to as a ‘‘living legal
reality,’’ a set of social and economic factors that influence the halachic discourse.
The responsa genre, or she’elot ut’shuvot, influenced the development of the Jewish legal system significantly throughout the ages.6
Naturally, the questions that were raised were usually based on contemporary realities, and the responding scholar had to formulate his
answers according to the circumstances prevailing at that time.
According to Elon, a striking feature of the responsa literature is
that for 1300 years, approximately seventy percent of the genre was
dedicated to the civil, administrative, public, and criminal aspects of
Jewish Law, and only 20–30 percent dealt with matters to do with the
Yoreh De‘ah and OraA Eayim7 aspects of halacha, i.e.—prayer, benedictions, holidays, dietary laws, ritual purity, and relations with the
Gentiles in terms of ritual prohibitions.8 This phenomenon reflects
the fact that up until the emancipation of European Jews in the late
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eighteenth century, Jewish communities possessed judicial autonomy,
and therefore most of the problems that the Jewish legal system had
to deal with related to the social, commercial and economic life of
the community, as well as its relations to the non-Jewish community
surrounding it and to the local government.
From the eighteenth century onwards, however, the picture
became radically different and the vast majority of the questions answered in Eastern and Central European Jewish communities were
related to the ‘‘ritual’’ side of Jewish Law rather than the judicial
side of it.9 New technological innovations presented the answering
scholars with many new halachic concerns. In addition, the Jewish
Enlightenment movement, as well as the Reform Movement and secularizing trends, raised other concerns with regard to the laws of the
Sabbath, liturgy, matters of marriages and divorce, and the treatment
of Jews who did not acknowledge the obligatory status of traditional
Jewish Law. Thus, the European Jewish communities produced a vast
amount of scholarly answers on such matters.
According to Elon, the nineteenth-century split in the Jewish community, separating observant and non-observant individuals, caused
another phenomenon to achieve prominence in post-emancipation
responsa.10 Many of the responding scholars, even prominent ones,
refrained in numerous cases from clear and decisive rulings, as the
scholars felt unworthy to challenge the predominant discourse. While
this situation—known as Yir’at Hora’ah, or ‘‘fear of instruction’’—also
occurred in previous generations, it had been a relatively marginal
phenomenon. From the nineteenth century onwards, however, such
indecisive rulings have become a significant feature of the responsa
genre, and even prominent scholars showed a tendency to refrain
from presenting clear answers. Scholars who did provide innovative
answers often added reservations saying that their answers were purely
theoretical, or that they may only be applied if more scholars endorsed
their opinion. This phenomenon increased as the Orthodox world
became increasingly withdrawn from the rest of the Jewish world,
and promoted a tendency to produce as few halachic innovations as
possible.
As noted, web-based Questions and Answers are distinguished
from traditional published responsa by several criteria. First of all,
the fact that one can send a scholar an anonymous question causes
many issues that were previously considered taboo in traditional societies to rise to the surface and become an integral part of the religious
legal discourse. The best examples are, of course, issues of sexual
identity that are quite commonly raised in the Q&A websites. The
second difference relates to the issue of accessibility. The internet
allows surfers from all over the world to access scholars of their
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THE WEB’S AUTHORITY ON RELIGIOUS ISSUES

Since the role of the religious scholar is apparently changing with
this new medium, it is appropriate to raise the question of how authoritative are the scholarly answers that are posted on the internet.
Considering all the issues that were raised in the introduction, do the
inquirers treat answers given online the same way as they would treat
an answer given face–to-face or in the more traditional form of a
published responsum?
Naama Elimelech and Yael Gotliv from the Department of
Psychology at Bar-Ilan University conducted a statistical study examining the effects of consulting with a rabbi face-to-face, as opposed
to consulting with a rabbi through a website.13 While they did not
find a significant difference between the feelings expressed by the
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choice with a click of a button. Surfers can easily send their questions
to as many scholars as they like, and thereby evade the religious requirement to adhere to a single legal school of thought or to a specific
scholar.11 Scholarly authority may be impaired by this ability, as one
can ‘‘shop around’’ until one finds the legal answer one is seeking.
Another issue related to scholarly authority is raised by the fact that
many of these websites allow inquirers to post their own comments to
the scholarly answers, much like in news services websites, creating a
more egalitarian, more open religious discourse. Perhaps (not surprisingly, considering the nature of the medium) some of these comments
do not really conform to the level of respectfulness or language register that one is expected to follow when addressing a religious authority. Moreover, the geographical distance that can sometimes exist
between the inquirer and the responding scholar implies that the
scholar has no way of knowing if his answer is actually followed,
which may also weaken the scholar’s authority.
This article will examine how the Q&A websites fit within the body
of halachic literature from two perspectives. The first section will
attempt to examine how authoritative the scholarly answers are, and
whether a scholarly answer given online is treated similarly to a traditional rabbinic responsum. The second section will examine a particular issue which arises quite often on those websites—the permissibility
of inviting a non-Jewish guest to the Passover Seder—in terms of the
scholarly answers’ reliance on authoritative traditional sources, and
their adherence to previous discourses. All of the websites examined
are located in Israel, and feature well-known rabbis from the
National-Religious sector.12
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two groups, Elimelech and Gotliv feel that it is too early to suggest
that the effects of on-line rabbinic counseling are similar to those of
face-to-face religious counseling, as this is still a relatively new
medium. The authors emphasize that their study did not distinguish
between legalistic questions and more personal, intimate questions.
They suggest that while there may not be a significant difference between the way on-line and face-to-face counseling sessions are perceived when dealing with questions related to technical questions of
religious law, people would still find face-to-face counseling to be
more helpful when dealing with personal, theological, or philosophical
questions, for which the inquirer would expect a more sensitive, personal response. Elimelech and Gotliv support this argument by referring to another study, conducted by Shih-Hsun Lin, which examined
the difference between personal and cyber-counseling.14 According to
Lin, who did not look specifically at religious counseling, respondents
perceived their face-to-face counselors to be more empathic than the
on-line counselors.
While Elimelech and Gotliv’s study does not seek to provide a
definitive answer to the question of the web’s religious authority, it
does indicate that even at this early stage, some people—especially
those who see the internet as a significant component of their identity—take this new medium seriously, and would treat an on-line answer
from a rabbi in the same way they would treat a face-to-face response.
However, an examination of the web-based questions, and specifically
the inquirers’ comments on the scholarly answers, may provide evidence to the contrary.
As noted before, in a manner similar to popular news service
websites, some of the websites in question allow their visitors to
post comments to the scholarly answers, and thereby make the
medium more egalitarian, and—I would argue—less authoritative. It is
tempting to view the internet in general and religious websites in
particular, as an ideal Habermasian public sphere, encouraging an
open and rational debate free from the constraints of social status
or the natural distance between a scholar and the laity.15 In a 2001
web-based answer Rabbi Yuval Sherlo even goes as far as claiming that
the fact that inquirers can comment on a rabbinic answer ‘‘turns the
answers into an actual beit midrash [Jewish house of study]’’ in which
nothing is accepted without inspection and without examination.16
A rational-critical public sphere, however, is characterized by what
Habermas referred to as an ‘‘ideal speech situation’’ in which the
participants in a discussion all attempt to arrive at the truth, without
behaving strategically.17 However, scholars studying the internet—and
the blogosphere in particular—have pointed out that this idealized view
of the web has very little basis in reality. Cass Sunstein (2008), for
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[and] I ask – does it end here or does the rabbi eat Gentiles’ milk
powder?20 [wear] Tefillin d’Rabeinu Tam?21 [Follow] a single Eumrah
[stringent opinion]? I am once again sorry for the insolence, but it is
disconcerting when you see a rabbi who looks like a student in
Bar-Ilan [University] or lehavdil22 a Reform rabbi, Heaven forbid . . .

After proposing his own opinion on the matter (without citing any
sources to support it), the responding scholar added that he could not
resist a few words of scolding—‘‘you are not exempted by apologizing
in advance for asking a rude question. You must make sure that your
words themselves are not rude.’’
The inquirer’s question and the rabbi’s answer received no less
than twenty comments. While a large portion of the comments were
from readers appalled by the inquirer’s (and some of the other commenters’) discourtesy and disregard for the halachot concerning honoring a rabbi, others were even more disrespectful than the original
questioner:
(Avi) - According to some authorities there is a Mosaic prohibition
against using an electric shaver . . . and I didn’t even mention [opinions] according to the Kabbalist perception or an explicit Gemarah
stating that a beard is the face’s splendor. Please be accurate, honorable rabbi!23
I am a Ba’al Teshuvah24 and never consulted a clean-shaven rabbi
(Jonathan) – I always approach rabbis who look like rabbis and
know how to speak like a rabbi, firmly and decisively, and all
Ba’alei Teshuvah are like that. After all, the Reform and the
Conservative and the ‘Knitted’25 do not attract the secular. If someone wants to become observant he wants the real thing and not
something lukewarm. I consider a clean-shaven rabbi, who seeks
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instance, demonstrated that internet discourse is often characterized by
group polarization—a tendency to read blogs only if they conform to
the readers’ own views and beliefs. Readers of online rabbinic answers,
I would argue, are no different. Moreover, when a rabbinic answer does
not conform to the readers’ beliefs, they will not remain silent.
As visitors can pose their questions and post their comments using
only a nickname, or even do so completely anonymously, some
inquirers see this as an opportunity to approach a rabbi without the
constraints of the Jewish laws that require respect for a rabbi,18 or
even the norms of common courtesy. A striking example of this phenomenon can be seen in a question sent to rabbi Eaim Navon titled
‘‘A Very Rude Question – How Come the Rabbi does not have
a Beard?’’19 The question starts with the inquirer apologizing in advance for his rude question, and then asks how it is possible that some
of the rabbis answering the surfers’ questions on the Kipa site are
clean-shaven. The inquirer continues:
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to come closer [to others] instead of bringing [others] closer to him,
to be a fraud who is not worthy of approaching.
Forgive me (Mor) – There is also a Kabbalistic thing about that, no?
Obviously if I know that, then even the ‘‘simplest’’ rabbi knows it.
I’d be happy if you replied.
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The quotations brought here demonstrate clearly the unique nature of
the web-based halachic discourse. It goes without saying that the language which some of the inquirers choose to use when approaching a
rabbi would not have been considered appropriate in any other
medium, be it a traditional form of responsa or a face-to-face consultation. Moreover, even though Elimelech and Gotliv’s study suggested
that some people would treat a rabbi’s online answer in the same way
they would treat a more traditional form of consultation, the above
example reveals that many surfers who feel that a rabbinic answer does
not conform to their own worldview do not hesitate to voice their
opinion, politely or not.
Another example of the way visitors to the websites can voice their
opinions regarding the authority of the rabbi’s answer can be seen in a
question sent to the Kipa website regarding the permissibility of praying in the Shira Eadasha congregation in Jerusalem.26 Shira Eadasha
[‘‘A New Song’’] is a Modern–Orthodox congregation, which unlike
most Orthodox synagogues, allows women to lead certain parts of the
service, this while still adhering to Orthodox law and conceding that
even in its most liberal interpretation it cannot be completely egalitarian.27 The responding scholar, Rabbi Ronen Lovitz, provided a very
short answer without indicating any halachic sources of it—‘‘in my
opinion, it is permissible.’’ While the answer is by itself controversial,
as the congregation’s status is under dispute in Israeli Orthodoxy, the
most interesting aspect about it is the surfers’ responses to the answer.
The Kipa website allows its visitors to ‘‘tag’’ the scholarly answers
there, in the same manner as in the YouTube video service. Surfers
can choose from a list of hundreds of categories, or add categories
themselves, and thus allow other visitors who are interested in answers
that fit a certain category to find them more easily. Naturally, this
feature allows the visitors to manipulate the site’s search engine, just
as happened in this case.
Lovitz’s answer, positive as it was, was given the following tags:
‘‘Infidels,’’ ‘‘Heretics,’’ ‘‘Women,’’ ‘‘Conservatives,’’ ‘‘Shira Hadasha,’’
‘‘Women Singing,’’ ‘‘Women’s Prayer,’’ and ‘‘Reform.’’ Thus, anyone
who clicks on the category ‘‘Infidels’’ will find the answer regarding
this congregation. As it seems, some readers who encountered the
answer found it too liberal for their taste, and sensed that Lovitz
was not adhering to the boundaries of the religious enclave (a term
coined by Emmanuel Sivan to describe fundamentalist societies)28
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Q&A WEBSITES AND AUTHORITATIVE JEWISH TEXTS—A CASE STUDY

The treatment of online websites featuring a rabbinic Q&A section as
part of the ongoing responsa genre presents a methodological problem. As was already seen in the examples presented above, online
Q&A are characterized by several features distinguishing them from
more traditional forms of the genre, especially in terms of the brevity
of the answers and the scholars’ limited reliance on traditional authoritative sources. In this section, I will review questions and answers
dealing with one topic—the permissibility of inviting non-Jews to a
Passover Seder—in light of traditional sources on the matter and previous scholarly answers.
While classical Jewish legal sources do not specifically discuss the
participation of Gentiles in a Passover Seder, they do relate to the
issue of inviting non-Jews to a Jewish house on a festival (as opposed
to a Sabbath). Maimonides’ Mishneh Torah explains that one is only
allowed to cook on a festival food that will be consumed by Jews
observing the festival, this based on the idea of okhel nefesh, expressed
in the book of Exodus.29 Thus, he continues, one is not allowed to
cook ‘‘for Gentiles or dogs’’30 on a festival and it is therefore prohibited to invite a non-Jew during a festival, so that one would not be
tempted to cook an extra dish for the non-Jewish guest.31 If a non-Jew
arrives uninvited during the festival, he is to eat only from the foods
already prepared.
This prohibition was reinforced in the ShulAan Arukh, Joseph
qKaro’s definitive sixteenth-century codification of Jewish Law.32 qKaro
not only repeats Maimonides’ assertion that one is not allowed to cook
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so they felt it was their duty to put the answer in context. This demonstrates how the surfers’ participation in these websites influences
the legal discourse, which was traditionally limited to scholars and
was rarely influenced by lay people.
Even though the responding scholars may not approve of these
trends, the fact of the matter is that by continuing to answer such
questions, and by allowing the visitors to post their comments, this
discourse is receiving rabbinic legitimization. While a more thorough
examination of the rabbi’s image and authority in light of the
web-based discourse is well beyond the scope of this article, the fact
that it differs from more traditional discourses is definitely clear.
Another aspect that distinguishes online Q&A from traditional
responsa—their reliance on authoritative Jewish legal sources—will be
discussed in the next section.
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for a non-Jew33 or invite a non-Jew during a festival, but also adds
that there is no prohibition against feeding one’s Gentile servant, a
non-Jewish messenger or a Gentile who came without notice,34 as
‘there is no fear of [cooking] extra’’ dishes in such cases. In his commentary on the ShulAan Arukh,35 Rabbi Moses Isserles (also known as
the Rema) added that for the sake of feeding a non-Jewish servant, one
is allowed to add more food to a pot in which one cooks one’s own
food, but not in other cases. Isserles also adds that if one bakes in a
non-Jew’s oven, and has to give the oven’s owner one loaf, they should
not decide which loaf is to be given prior to baking, as then it would
be considered cooking for a Gentile; instead he should wait until all
the loaves are ready before making the designation.
When looking at the various answers given to the question of
inviting non-Jews for the Passover Seder on the different Jewish
Q&A websites, it is surprising how rarely this legal issue is mentioned,
regardless of the scholar’s stance on the matter. Rabbi Eli Kaplan, for
instance, was asked this question and answered that there is no problem with Gentiles joining the Seder table, as long as they do not touch
an open bottle of wine.36 Similarly, an inquirer who asked whether his
mother-in-law’s Philippine caregiver can join them for the Seder was
answered by Shmuel P. Gelberd37 that it is ‘‘not only permissible, but a
Mitsvah.’’38 When asked about special considerations in such a case,
Gelberd answered that one should make sure that the Gentile does
not touch a bottle of wine. It is worth noting that neither of these
answers contained any reference to legal sources.
Two other answers that not only failed to provide scholarly references but also did not even base themselves on a halachic principle
were offered by Rabbis Zalman Melamed and Shmuel Eliyahu.
Similarly to the previously reviewed question, Rabbi Eliyahu was
asked about the permissibility of a Philippine caregiver attending a
Seder.39 He replied that it is permissible, but ‘‘is it desirable? If she
will not be insulted, she had better not – she does not belong there.’’
If the worker is likely to get insulted, he added, ‘‘it is impermissible to
insult anyone, even a Gentile.’’ Rabbi Melamed was approached by an
inquirer who wished to know if it is permissible to have a Christian
guest for the Seder.40 The rabbi answered that he ‘‘sees no point’’ in
doing so, as it ‘‘impairs the Seder.’’ He also noted that one possible
exception to this ruling is a guest who is in the midst of a conversion
process.
Rabbi Yuval Sherlo was asked about a family in which the wife is a
convert to Judaism, and they wanted to know if it is permissible to
invite her parents (who are not Jewish) to the Seder.41 Sherlo replied
that there is no legal prohibition against inviting Gentiles to a Seder,
and that some prominent rabbis used to do so while other avoided it.
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However, he ends, due to ‘‘our uncompromising struggle against intermarriage, the issue here is more complicated.’’ He ended his
answer by summarizing that while generally it is permissible to invite
non-Jews, ‘‘in this case it is, of course, inappropriate’’. One reader
responded to Sherlo’s answer and wondered if the rabbi understood
the question correctly, as ‘‘the woman already converted, and this is
not a case of intermarriage, God forbid.’’ That being the case, what
reason can there be for not allowing the woman’s parents to join the
family on a holiday? Sherlo replied by saying that he ‘‘noticed all the
details,’’ and that he ‘‘does not fear intermarriage with the woman’s
parents.’’ Avoiding contact with non-Jews, he continues, is a general
categorical prohibition in order to avoid intermarriage, and one does
not look at every individual case. Similarly to the previous answers
reviewed, Sherlo did not provide any references to scholarly sources
in his reply.
Another interesting answer was given by Rabbi Uri Sharki.42
Sharki was approached by an inquirer who wanted to know if there
is a difference between the case of a Philippine caregiver living with an
elderly Jew and the case of a ‘‘practically assimilated Jew’’ [sic.] living
with a non-Jewish partner, as both cases are relevant to his family.
Unlike the previous rabbis examined, Sharki did mention the prohibition against cooking for a Gentile on a festival and indicated Moses
Isserles’ reservation regarding cooking for one’s servant, stating that
this is also the case with regard to the Philippine caregiver. If a Jew has
to host a Gentile during a festival, he stresses, it should be made sure
that all the food is prepared in advance and heated on a hot-plate,
like on a Sabbath. At this point, the rabbi’s answer arrives at a twist—
he states that these guidelines fit a ‘‘regular’’ festival, but that the
Passover Seder has a unique nature that requires special
considerations.
According to Sharki, since the Paschal Lamb—of which it is said
‘‘no uncircumcised person shall eat thereof’’ (Exodus 12:48)—was to be
eaten during the biblical Seder, even in contemporary times when
there is no temple and a lamb is not sacrificed, ‘‘the spirit of the
holiday dictates separation from the Gentiles, unlike Sukkot [Festival
of Tabernacles], which emphasizes the connection to the positive aspects of the Nations of the World.’’ Thus, if one finds oneself in a
situation where one must invite a non-Jew to a Seder, he should not
encourage the Gentile to come and only invite them if he has no
choice, and ‘‘of course, [one] should not come from the point of
view of fraternity amongst the nations, which has no place on this
holy setting that is unique to the Israelite people.’’ Sharki adds that
in his opinion one should be strict and not let the non-Jew taste the
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Afikoman, as it is a symbol of the Paschal Lamb,43 and thereby ‘‘emphasizes the difference between Israel and the nations.’’
Similarly to Rabbi Eli Kaplan, who emphasized that the non-Jewish
guest should not touch an open bottle of wine, Rabbi Sharki was also
concerned with this issue. Even though the inquirer stressed that he
would pour the wine and not the non-Jewish guests, Sharki asserted
that this is not enough, as pouring the wine into the Gentile’s glass on
top of left-over wine44 would render the entire bottle prohibited.
Moreover, he stated, one must demand of the non-Jewish guest to
wash his own glass as it becomes muqtsah—an item which is not to
be touched during a Sabbath or a festival. This ruling, for which
Sharki did not provide any sources or rationale, is surprising, as pasteurized (or ‘‘cooked’’) wine, which kosher wine usually is, is generally
considered permissible even when touched by a non-Jew.45 This is also
the opinion expressed in an answer by Rabbi Abraham Yossef, who
ruled that a Gentile may participate in the Seder, but that the host
must make sure that the wine served at the table is pasteurized, as well
as in a similar answer by Rabbi David Lau.46
Rabbi Lau provided another interesting answer to a similar question.47 In this case he wrote that he does not see a problem in inviting
a non-Jew to the Seder, and while it is permissible to let the non-Jew
eat unleavened bread, it is forbidden to let him eat the Matza over
which one recites a benediction in order to fulfill the commandment
of eating unleavened bread (Matsat Mitsvah). Unlike the previous answers reviewed, the rabbi cites several sources in his reply and refers
the readers to two commentaries on the ShulAan Arukh—the Furei
Zahav (167:18) and Kaf HaEayim (167:140)—that cite a third source,
Rabbi MenaAem Recanati’s Ta’amei HaMitsvot. In this book, it is explicitly mentioned that one should not let a non-Jew eat a Matsat
Mitsvah.
Interestingly, Rabbi Lau refers the reader to another section from
Rabbi David Halevi Segal’s Furei Zahav (512:6), which may appear
peculiar at a first reading. This section, in which the author comments
on the prohibition of inviting a non-Jew during the festival, discusses a
halachic ‘‘loop-hole’’ (ha‘arama) mentioned in the ShulAan Arukh
(512:2) dealing with a situation in which a non-Jewish army asks a
Jewish household to prepare food for the soldiers during a festival.
According to this concept, based on a Talmudic story (Beitsa 21:1),
one can declare that some of the food prepared for the soldiers is
designated to feed a child, but not specify which of the loaves are
intended for the soldiers and which ones go to the child. Thus, any
of the loaves could theoretically be the ones prepared for the child,
and therefore it is permissible to prepare them. The Furei Zahav rejects this loop-hole and stresses that it is not permitted to cook for a
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non-Jew on a festival, even if one finds oneself under pressure to
do so. In order to stress this point, the author returns to the
Talmudic discussion on which the prohibition is founded, according
to which one is allowed to invite a non-Jew on the Sabbath but not on
a festival. According to the Furei Zahav, as it is generally inappropriate
to eat with a non-Jew, the Talmud only allows the invitation of a
Gentile on a Sabbath in cases when the Jew is under pressure to do
so. Thus, he concludes, one can only trust the loop-hole mentioned
in the ShulAan Arukh in extreme cases, in which the joy of the festival is at stake.
Rabbi Lau’s reference to this paragraph, denying the validity of
social interaction with non-Jews, is puzzling in light of the positive
nature of his answer. While it is possible that the scholar added this
reference in order to demonstrate that he is aware of the Furei
Zahav’s stance on the matter and chose to rule otherwise, Rabbi
Lau’s reply to a reader’s comment on his ruling may reveal otherwise.
Five years after the original answer was published, a surfer commented on it and asked whether one should forbid inviting a
non-Jew during Passover due to the prohibition on cooking extra
dishes. The rabbi’s reply was ‘‘we do not add decrees (g’zeirot) in a
place where peaceful relations (Darkhei Shalom) [are maintained].’’
The term Darkhei Shalom is commonly used in halachic literature,
often in the context of interfaith relations, as a reason for decrees
set by the rabbis in order to avoid conflict, fights, or quarrels.48 Thus,
it appears that even though Rabbi Lau may agree with the Furei
Zahav’s assumption that eating with non-Jews is to be avoided in
the first place, he considers current circumstances to be such that
refusing social contacts with non-Jews may damage interfaith relations,
and therefore the decree prohibiting the invitation of non-Jews on a
festival does not currently apply.
Another example of an answer in which the rabbi considers current circumstances to override the prohibition against inviting
Gentiles on a festival can be seen in a response by Rabbi Yuval
Sherlo to an inquirer who wondered if he is allowed to host a
non-Jew who is in the process of converting to Judaism, and whether
section 512 of the ShulAan Arukh dictates special considerations in
preparing the meal.49 Sherlo responded that first of all, great rabbis
(G’dolei Yisrael) throughout the ages used to invite non-Jews to their
Seder table, and secondly, that it is a great Mitsvah to host a person
who is in the midst of a conversion process, and that the Halacha that
the inquirer quoted does not contradict the Halachic obligation to
embrace the convert. Similarly to the other responses by Sherlo reviewed here, no sources were cited to support his opinion.
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The review of the answers given on the websites reveals their most
problematic feature (when trying to classify them as part of the ongoing halachic discourse)—namely, their failure to cite earlier authoritative sources. The fact that many of the scholars did not feel obligated
to relate to the legal issue of cooking for a non-Jew on a festival may
appear surprising, but this is not necessarily a phenomenon unique to
the web discourse. In fact, the only traditional rabbinic responsum I
have found dealing with the permissibility of hosting a non-Jew on a
Passover was by Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, one of the most prominent
halachic authorities of the twentieth century, which also did not relate
to this issue.50 In his responsum, Rabbi Feinstein related to the prohibitions on non-Jews handling wine and to a prohibition against
teaching Torah to non-Jews. Thus, the more striking feature of those
websites is not the scholars who related to other halachic issues,
but rather the rabbis such as Zalman Melamed and Shmuel Eliyahu
who did not even try to mask the fact that their answers were
based solely on their personal opinion. A possible explanation for
this phenomenon, I would argue, is that the classification of the
online Q&A genre is not only difficult from an outsider’s perspective,
but is not yet clear to the inquirers themselves and to the responding
scholars.
It appears that the genre is situated at a mid-point between traditional responsa—with some scholars basing their answers firmly within
the written halachic discourse—and face-to-face consultations—which by
their very nature can be much less formal. While a rabbi would not
have been able to publish a conventional responsum containing only
the phrase, ‘‘in my opinion, yes,’’ this response is more than acceptable in a face-to-face situation. One might have expected, however,
that the nature of a given answer would be dependent on the question, but the above case-study revealed otherwise. The answers given
to what were essentially very similar (if not identical) questions varied
tremendously not only in content, but also in style. As mentioned
before, this middle-ground between conversational and written
styles—or between ‘‘talk’’ and ‘‘text’’—is characteristic not only of religious Q&A websites, but also of internet-based discourse in general.51
Recently, Rabbi Yuval Sherlo published a responsum titled ‘‘Hilkhot
Talk-Backim’’ [Laws of ‘Talk-Backs,’ or internet comments] in which
he emphasized that halachically speaking, internet comments should
be treated the same way as an oral expression of opinions, and are
subject to the same laws limiting what a person is allowed and
not allowed to say.52 He also stressed that one must keep in mind
that the medium is after all different from an oral conversation: ‘‘one
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should be aware that unlike speech, an internet comment lasts forever,
and comes up in search engines, so its implications [can be] more
severe.’’
When the responding scholars adopt an informal style, do not
base their answers on authoritative sources and, basically, knowingly
remove their online answers from the tradition of well-researched
scholarly responsa, they diminish their scholarly authority. The fact
that many of these websites offer their visitors the option of responding anonymously to the scholarly answers reinforces the notion
that online Q&A is more like an informal conversation than legally
binding rulings. In fact, the type of language used in the readers’
comments is far more informal than the language used when consulting with a rabbi face-to-face. This type of open, egalitarian discourse receives further legitimacy by the rabbis not only allowing
the posting of these comments, but also responding to the comments
themselves.
As noted before, this article does not attempt to fully discuss the
influence of online Q&A on scholarly authority, but wishes rather to
characterize the genre and point to the special features that distinguish it from previous models of Jewish legal discourse. It is clear,
however, that the influence of this new genre on the halachic world
is enormous from the perspectives of both the scholars and their
followers. While online Q&A websites are very different from traditional responsa, they present scholars and laymen with an opportunity for lively, egalitarian discourse, which can challenge pre-existing
halachic conceptions. Unfortunately, the cases reviewed in this
article demonstrate that so far, this new medium has failed to produce
serious, challenging discussion, and instead promotes superficial
answers from the scholars’ side, and foul language from the surfers’
side. Nevertheless, the genre is still relatively young, and it is still
possible that in the long run, the benefits of Q&A websites may
become more prominent, and help produce a more sophisticated
discourse.
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